Reference Guide for Conduit Bodies and Covers

Time-tested, innovative Condulet® conduit fittings from Cooper Crouse-Hinds move power where you need it simply and safely in any electrical installation. Over one hundred years after the introduction of the Condulet, Cooper Crouse-Hinds Condulets perform to the highest standard of safety and reliability, and remain the leader in conduit outlet bodies today.

### INDUSTRIAL

#### Form 7 Condulets
- Bodies made of Feraloy (Iron) or aluminum; built-in rollers on 1-1/4" to 4" on C and LB bodies to facilitate wire pulling.
- Neoprene gaskets available
- Larger conduit bodies allow for wider pulling surface.
- Interchangeable with Appleton® Form 5 SnapPack™ and Mark 9 Condulets.
- Available in styles: C, LB, LL, LR, T, TB and X.
- Wedgenut cover with integral gasket in Feraloy (Iron alloy).

#### Form 8 Condulets
- Bodies made of Aluminum only.
- Flat back provides more interior cubic capacity; built-in roller holes for covers.
- Larger conduit bodies allow for wider conductors for installation in industrial environment conduit systems.
- Neoprene gaskets available.
- Available in styles: C, LB, LL, LR, T, TB and X.

#### Form 9 Condulets
- Bodies made of Aluminum only.
- Flat back provides more interior cubic capacity; built-in roller holes for covers.
- Larger conduit bodies allow for wider conductors for installation in industrial environment conduit systems.
- Neoprene gaskets available.
- Available in styles: C, LB, LL, LR, T, TB and X.

#### Choice of covers to meet customer applications need & preference.
- Wedgenut and Wedgenut with integral gasket in aluminum.
- Cover, and cover with integral gasket in aluminum.
- Wedgenut cover in cast aluminum.
- Neoprene gaskets available.

#### Form 5™ Condulets
- Durable rivetable iron construction.
- Interchangeable with Appleton® Form 35 and O-2/6® iron fittings.
- Built-in rollers on 1-1/4" to 4" on C and LB bodies to facilitate wire pulling.
- Available in styles: C, LB, LL, LR, T, TB and X.

#### Series 5 Condulets
- Corrosion-resistant copper-free aluminum construction.
- Interchangeable with other manufacturers die cast offerings.
- Available with threaded hubs for use with Rigid/MUC or steel conduit bodies.
- Available in styles: C, LB, LL, LR and T.

#### Choice of covers to meet customer applications need & preference.
- Sheet steel cover with stainless screws.
- Sheet steel cover with integral gasket cover with stainless screws.

#### Form 6 Condulets
- Bodies made of Feraloy (Iron) or aluminum.
- Sheet steel cover with stainless screws.
- Sheet steel cover with integral gasket cover with stainless screws.

#### Form 2 Condulets
- Bodies made of Feraloy (Iron) or aluminum.
- Sheet steel cover with stainless screws.
- Sheet steel cover with integral gasket cover with stainless screws.

#### Form 1 Condulets
- Bodies made of Feraloy (Iron) or aluminum.
- Sheet steel cover with stainless screws.
- Sheet steel cover with integral gasket cover with stainless screws.

#### Choice of covers to meet customer applications need & preference.
- Two cover screws are provided for tight cover and gasket assembly.
- Wedgenut, and Wedgenut with integral gasket covers in Feraloy (Iron). Neoprene gaskets available.

### COMMERCIAL

#### Form 5 Covers
- Sheet Steel Cover
- Cast Iron Cover
- Neoprene Gasket (Option for use with above covers)
- Silver Sheet Aluminum Cover with integral gasket

#### Form 5 SnapPack™
- New! Packaged body and sheet steel cover with integral gasket in all configurations and sizes.

#### Series 5 Covers
- Sheet Aluminum Cover
- Neoprene Gasket (option for use with above covers)
- New! Sheet Aluminum Cover with integral gasket
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